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Sky was overcast after a week of hot summer in Bangalore and it was a weekend. Generally, 
like any other student, I prefer to relax and laze during weekend. Partying, going out with friends 
or plain lying on the bed with a book in my hand – are my favorite pastimes for weekends. But, if 
the weather is good, I like to go for food in a good low budget hotel (it‘s very important for a 
bachelor like me) in my locality. RT Nagar is a place full of multi cuisine restaurants. As it is very 
close to an IT park (Manyata Tech Park),  one can find people from different parts of the coun-

try. In order to maintain their taste or native cuisines, one can find different cuisine from his/her native places-
like Assamese, Punjabi, Bengali, Orissa, etc. served at hotels nearby. 
 

It was a Saturday with a bit of a drizzle, so I decided to go for Punjabi food with Lassi. I went to a popular 
Punjabi hotel in the area. The joint is clean and tidy with the owner keeping a close vigil on his staff. As soon 
as I arrived, I found three tables booked. I chose a place where the waiter would be able to see me clearly, so 
I ordered my ‗thali meal‘ quickly. The waiter took the order with a smile on his face and asked me ―Kya loge 
bhaiya aaj khane mein?‖. I was pleasantly surprised, as this was just my second visit to the hotel and he was 
treating me like a regular customer. I was happy and preferred to take the costliest ‗thali‘ (very occasionally I 
prefer to spent an amount  like 100 bucks). He described the thali to me with great interest  and the waiter 
announced it in his kitchen with a pride in his voice. 
 

Now I have 10 minutes to look around at my neighbors and busy waiters taking orders from the customers. 
As a management student I know that managing a hotel is not a small task. The owner was very much inter-
ested in receiving orders for home delivery as well and there came a situation where the delivery boy couldn‘t 
identify the address to deliver the parcel. At that point the owner‘s son who was also there to help his father 
took the responsibility to deliver the parcel. It showed me a great deal of responsibility of the owner in his 
customer service. 
 

As the 10 minutes for my order passed by, the waiter came with a huge plate of delicious food and offered it 
to me with great delight. I started my ‗thali‘ and I noticed the couple who was next to me had just finished 
eating and asked the waiter to get the bill. He moved quickly to the counter and asked the headman to make 
the bill. He came with the bill and waited for his tip. As soon as he got it, he checked the change in it moved 
towards the counter and instructed the cleaner to clean the table quickly. But it shocked me when I saw the 
cleaner come near the table and was watching it very carefully. He saw the lassi untouched and asked the 
waiter why the lady didn‘t have the lassi. 
 

Within a second the whole scenario of the hotel changed.  Starting from the main chef to the vegetable cutter 
to the delivery boy chaos ensued. Every one of them was very much interested to know why it happened. 
Then the owner came to the spot and started investigating. He started asking the waiter whether it was a 
sweet or salt lassi or whether he served them well or not. I was shocked to know that a small cup of lassi 
could create such amount of chaos. But on the other hand it showed the perfect law of analysis in manage-
ment. 
 

A company or an organization is made of a group of people and the responsibility they assume is not a small 
or big or less or more. At the end of the day, everyone is responsible for the goodwill of the organization. The 
dishwasher had nothing to do with the food to be served, neither had he seen the customer earlier. But the 
question he posed was acknowledged by everyone which actually matters. It shows his dedication towards 
his duty, the responsibility and sincerity towards providing service and devotion to his work.  It was a revela-
tion to me that in a team work no one is small or big and every one plays a role. Well, at last the owner in-
structed all the waiters that if a new customer comes and orders a lassi, the waiter should describe to him the 
different flavours they offered.  And the business went on as usual ………. 
 
I learned one thing that day ―management doesn‘t lie in a book. It lies in our attitude. We need to identify it 

and apply it.‖                                                                                                                                - Ronee Nath 

A Glass of  Lassi….. 

―Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things that you didn't do than by the 

ones you did do. So throw off the bowlines. Sail away from the safe harbour. Catch the trade winds 

in your sails. 

 Explore. Dream. Discover.” 

 
"Management is efficiency in climbing the 
ladder of success; leadership determines 
whether the ladder is leaning against the 

right wall." — Stephen R. Covey 

Chairman’s Message 

making efforts to organize such 

interactions,  I am sure you can 

organise such meetings without 

waiting for others to do so. 

Besides networking, you have to 

work on your communication skills. 

Communicating the intended mes-

sage clearly and effectively is an 

important skill, which is often a key 

factor in deciding the chances of 

success. No matter how intelligent 

you are, your communication skill is 

the only characteristic that will help 

you to convince your target audi-

ence. I have read that „The art of 

communication is the language 

of leadership‟. The skill of commu-

nication is the key to personal and 

career success. 

 I wish the Newsletter all the best 

and a great future to all of you.. 

 

N. Ramanuja 

   My young friends, 

 I wish everyone a very happy new year 

and hope this new year will bring in 

more prosperity and peace to all of you. 

I am happy that you have embarked on 

publication of a Newsletter and in the 

first issue of your newsletter, I would 

like to share with you my thoughts on 

few aspects which I feel are important. 

 

Today‘s world provides dispersal of knowl-

edge through unprecedented networking 

opportunities. It will be necessary for you 

to be a part of niche networking site set up 

for people who have goals they want to 

accomplish. The experienced group 

has a lot to offer, and I would sug-

gest you go out and join such net-

working sites from where you could 

get  help whenever you need.   

 Another suggestion would be 

that  you could become members 

of professional groups. You could 

interact with the members of such 

groups where you could listen to 

them and gain from their experi-

ence. Membership in a profes-

sional organization shows that 

you are serious about your busi-

ness and also provides you with 

educational and networking 

opportunities. Some of you have 

become members of CII-Young 

Indians Group.  Now, it is upto you 

to interact with the Group and 

share thoughts on entrepreneurship 

and business and optimize the 

benefits. While the Institution is 

Director’s Blessings 

             So Happy I am !!!! Great Activity , MPBIM News Letter !!!  Keep It Up !!   

Wish all students the very BEST!!!! 

- A Krishnamurthy 
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Let Noble Thoughts Comes To Us From Everyside– Rigveda 1-89-1 
 

To me the very essence of education is concentration of mind, not the collecting of facts. If I had to do my education over 

again, and had any voice in the matter, I would not study facts at all. I would develop the power of concentration and 

detachment, and then with a perfect instrument I could collect facts at will.  – Swami Vivekananda  

MPBIM Student 

Council 



Principal’s message 

more effective.  

This prompted us to organize busi-

ness leadership forum where we 

create an interface for you with busi-

ness leaders who share their experi-

ence. A place where you get to 

know how they tackle complex chal-

lenges in leadership, formulating 

and implementing strategy, fostering 

and stimulating organisational 

change. All this besides in-depth 

knowledge of what entrepreneurship 

is all about. 

On a more philosophical level, 

we recognise that part of the 

collective along with the profes-

sional bodies and major man-

agement consultancies, is to 

act as both stewards and shap-

ers of the body of practices and 

thinking – the cultural norms – 

of organisational life. And also 

your own life. 

 

I wish the Newsletter  all the 

best 

Hi  folks, 

Its great that you are bringing 

out a Newsletter. 

The purpose of education must 

be to help student executives 

not merely to be efficient be 

 

 

 

 

 

A Great Idea in action!!!!!   

Congratulations!!!!!! 

In recent years, M.P.Birla 

Institute of Management has 
been growing tremendously, 
just like bamboo shoots do, 
taking in all the goodness 
and standing tall and strong! 
 

We just don‘t mean increase 
in the number of batches, but 
also in the activities ranging 
from orientation sessions, 
business leadership forums, 
outbound training, and work-
shops to fests, cultural, 
sports and what not! 
 

So many amazing things at 
once, captured spectacularly 

and delivered at your finger-
tips, is what ‗BIRLAITES – 
The Newsletter‘ does! 
 

Here you‘ll find all the latest 
management mantras, im-
portant business topics and a 
glimpse of what goes on in 
M.P.Birla Institute of Man-
agement! 
 

Now, as we know, nothing is 
possible without the support 
and motivation of everyone, 
so we thank everyone in-
volved who made this en-
deavour possible. 

Special thanks to the ones 
who have been  continuously 
helping us in bringing the 
newsletter and always shar-
ing their expertise. 
 

Of course, this wouldn‘t be 
possible without the guid-
ance of our esteemed Princi-
pal Dr.Nagesh Malavalli  and 
Dr. N S Viswanath Dean. 
Our grateful thanks to both of 
them.  
 

We would also like to thank 
the college administration in 
making this dream of     

BIRLAITES – The Newslet-
ter‘ - a reality. 
 

We hope you enjoy reading 
this and promise to keep 
making it better! 

 

Sarve Janah Sukhino Bha-
vanthu 

 

Let noble thoughts come to 
us from everywhere 

From the Editorial Desk 

Dean’s message 

Ankit Kumar Jain and Prajwal win accolades in Quiz at Daksh 
2012, RITM Bangalore. 

Rohith Goutham, Rakshit R Reddy, Rakshitha B & Ronee Nath  
and team of Ankit Kumar Jain & Prajwal win accolades at Adrisht 
2K12 fest conducted by JSSATE 

Ganesh and Astha Kapoor win prizes at  Espionage at Casino 
Royale during 'Ushus 12' Management fest Christ University Insti-
tute of management. 

Nidhi Shenoy and Ganesh win prize in HR event at CMRIT. 

Riccha Kapoor, Sanket Yadav & Ayisha Binnal makes mark at 
10th AIMS International Conference held in IIMB under the guid-
ance of Prof. Priyanka. 

Sravan Kumar wins first prize in photography , Saba Anjum & 
Riccha Kapoor won 2nd prize in Marketing and Zameer & Rahul 
won  prize in Treasure Hunt at Management Fest at  RNSIT 

Mohd. Zameer, Rahul & Riccha Kapoor won First Prize in market-
ing  and Rizwan Pasha & Sumayya Tabassum won Second Prize 
in Business Quiz at CIMS Bangalore 

Jamaal  and Mod. Salman  won first prize in MIS  and Shiba 
Deepti  & Saba Anjum won Second Prize in HR  at in Management 
Fest at Kristu jayanti  

Jamaal  and Mod. Salman  won first prize in MIS at CMRIT  

Dev Samarth won 2nd prize in Photography at fest in BNMIT 

Apoorva, Archana, Sona Bilakhia and Subash  who won the sec-

ond prize at the Budget Analysis presentation at Christ College 

Students’ Achievements 

Editorial Panel 

Student Editors 
 

Saria Nazneen 
Riccha Kapoor 

 

Editorial Guidance 
 

Dr. Nagesh Malavalli, Principal 

Dr. N S Viswanath Dean  

Sudhindra Gargesa Deputy 
Director  

Malini Paramesh performs at the 

inauguration function  

 
"Always recognize that human 

individuals are ends, and do not 

use them as means to your end." 

— Immanuel Kant 

―Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change 

the world.‖ – Nelson Mandela  
 

Idea, How important is it? 
In an open democratic society, ideas are the game changers. It is only when ideas take root; it 

leads to ideologies, to policies which in turn lead to actions. Ours is a land of great thinkers and 

scholars, to the likes of Chanakya , Akbar to Nehru- Mahalanobis who have shed light on matters 

that have propelled India into a mighty economic power house today. Credited to this fame in modern time is one 

person who has his name associated with the ambitious AADHAAR scheme, co-founder of Infosys and sits on the 

advisory board of the World Economic Forum, a man who is respected for his thoughts, Mr.Nandan M Nilekani. In 

this article I aspire to put some nod out and maybe plant a little seed regarding some ideas shared by Mr. Nilekani 

for India in the coming years. 

Looking at India today, we can say that the Ideas have arrived- These ideas which make India a better place, what 

it is today. Comprising it are three elements,  

(i) People as an asset from liability: India is going through a demographic dividend, we are a young  country in 

the world and in the next 30years also India will still be a young country. But this will be a strength only if we take 

care of. It means we need to invest in human capital 

(ii)  Entrepreneurs: Imagine India without TATA, Birla, Mahindra, Reliance, Infosys to name a few, we would have 

been phased out long back without these mighty players. Early days entrepreneurs were seen as exploiters, but 

today, they are seen as role models who contribute to the society, building  the vitality of the whole nation.  

(iii) Technology: Forty years back computers were seen as something forbidding, something intimidating and 

something that reduced jobs. Today our country sells about 8 million cell  a mind boggling figure next only to China!! 

Secondly, Ideas in progress- These are the ideas where there are no arguments against, but we are unable to 

implement it due to various reasons. For some reason, education was never given the required focus. Thank God, it 

has reached a point where it has become very important. Even in the slums of India, majority of urban kids go to 

private schools. This shows there is an enormous desire  to educate children. Similarly infrastructure is an idea that 

was not a priority for a long time but today we see a change a political will to do so., 20years ago the political slogan 

was ―Roti, Kapda aur Makaan‖ but today it is “Bijli, sadak aur paani”. Finally thanks to rapid globalization, today 

not only India but the whole world  is a village.  

From where did this come- an idea that whole world is a village, a family- Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam an Idea from 

our own ancient scriptures !!!!!          B.V. Darshan  

Visit to Dyanamatics, Peenya  

Visit to L & T Komatsu, Bellary Road  

Visit to Bharat Earth Movers Limited, Thippasandra  

Visit to Bangalore International Airport Ltd. 

Visit to Volvo Buses India Pvt Ltd., 

Sridhar Hegde's workshop on preparations for facing the interview. 

Sridhar Hegde conducts workshop on Business etiquette 

CII-YI and MPBIM celebrate World Volunteers Day. 

CII –YI Bangalore Chapter Conducts workshop on Blue Ocean Dialogue at MPBIM.  

Dr. N S V conducted Workshop on research methodology  

Workshops 

Industry Visits 

"If you pick the right people and give them the opportunity to spread their wings and put compensation as a carrier behind it , you almost don't have to 

manage them."   — Jack Welch 


